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Coolcut — All-in-one video editor for using!

* Powerful Video Editor

Create videos easily, added subtitles, music, Hollywood titles and filter effects etc.

* 4K & HD Export

Support 4K definition and multiple video formats output.

* Featured Toolbox

Lots of great editing features available that take your video to the next level.

Easy to cut/merge/delete/crop/rotate videos. With hotkeys, everyone could enjoy the master
level smooth editing experience, edit videos like a professional.

Can Spice up your video with awesome animated titles.

Subtitles and captions made simple. Let you easily change fonts, sizes, and colors.

Advanced Audio Processing

Built-in dubbing function enables you to add dubbing & voice-over to the video while
previewing.

Support extracting audio from video files. You are also able to fade in and out the audio.

Extracting audio from videos. If you want to use a soundtrack from a movie, you can
separate it from a video file and use it in your project.

Plenty of Video Effects

60+filters and 200+unique transitions, turn your video into a blockbuster in seconds.

200+non copyright sound effects, adding to your vlog with one click.
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1000+built-in funny elements, find Inspiration to create compelling videos.

More Useful Features

Remove watermark from videos. Add mosaic to block text/picture logo from your videos.

Support almost all types of video file formats. Import, edit, export media files without limits.

Simple user interface designed, makes it more clear, intuitive, and helpful.

Text-to-Speech

Coolcut provides lifelike text-to-speech solutions to make your products and services more
engaging.

Auto-generate the subtitles, improving your editing efficiency.

Power up Your Story

Coolcut has a constantly updated effects library, including stunning titles, transitions, audio,
filters, stickers, and other extra content crafted by professional designers to meet your
creative needs from different angles.

Picture-in-Picture

Adding PiP tracks, let you freely embed videos/images to your video.

Easily create split-screen effects and perform frame-by-frame editing for millisecond
positioning clips.

Green Screen

Isolate and remove a chosen color from footage and then replace it with other videos or
images.

You can change backgrounds, transport your video to new worlds.

More advanced features

Package your video materials into project files for cross-computer video editing.
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Unlimited speed change. 100x or any speed change, allowing you to play with time-lapse
effects and slow motion.

Audio mixer, professional-grade tuner, to meet the needs of different tracks audio
adjustment.

All-in-One Video Maker

Students, tutors, freelancers, video creators and business people can find the right solution
in Coolcut.

Simple tools for you and your team to create, manage and share high-quality videos.


